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Abstract This poem asks whether the turmoil seen across the world is possibly from the flip-
ping of the magnetic poles from North to South. Deep in the Atlantic Ocean there is an evi-
dence that such events have happened in the past. The poem alludes to this and then talks
of the cause and effects of turmoil. It suggests that woman provides the hope for reversal
of these trends, specially as she nurtures and educates the early child, and transmits not just
love but all of the mitochondrial DNA. The poem ends by suggesting that we should take mea-
sures to control our destiny, otherwise we might be wiped off the earth by our folly.The world is shaken by unprecedented geo-magnetic forces
Flipping its North pole down
Leaving it bewildered and torn with
Heart ripped out in revenge
As the murky cloakdmanufactured thoughtdshrouds
intelligence
In meteoric dinosaurian darkness and basaltic flows
Cutting the tresses of trust
Trussing trust with its tresses
Tanking and trampling the treadmill of truth
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The helping hand
Extends out to the man deep in the well
Lifts those dropped in the abyss
Saves them that are swept by raging torrents into the
whirlpool
Backward in time
Where the child is ignored
Where education is wandering, lost in the forest of frights
Where technology is the savior, but victim of costs. out
of reach
Where cultural mores are steeped in the rich sauces of
tradition, myth, heritage
But in the family
All as old as the Bonsai looks
450 J.J. TalatiAs sure as the sun will rise for a billion years
Even if we cannot see it because
We shut our eyes
Cause cataclysms
Comminute and engulf commonwealths
Converse without concinnity
Chaotically cook and chrome-plate truths
There will always be a woman, humanity and huwomanity.
huwoity
Sense and strategy linked by Y and mtDNA
To move it all to equity and happiness
Out of poverty and ignoranceTowards a greater world
Speaking many tongues,
Yet
Tonguing articulations that build trust, and destroy
destruction
We declare. We declare.
What should we declare?
The control of our destiny?
Possible?
Worth a try?
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